FACULTY ELIGIBLE FOR THE YOUNG FACULTY AWARD FOR 2016

Maysoon Al-Sayed Ahmad – MDFL
Cate Brewer – THDN
John Broome – COE
Antonio Causarano – COE
Shumona Dasgupta – ENLC
Janine Davis – COE
Antonia Delgado-Poust – MDFL
Melody Denhere – MATH
Kanchan Deosthali – COB
Lindsey Elliott – AHPE
Caitlin Finlayson – GEOG
Ian Finlayson – CPSC
Belleh Fontem – COB
Chris Garcia – COB
Lance Gentry – COB
Roberta Gentry – COE
Rachel Graefe-Anderson – COB
Kate Haffey – ENLC
Dave Henderson – COB
Daniel Hirshberg – CLPR
Marcus Kahn – AHPE
Jason Kilby – AHPE
Michael Lapke – COB
Janie Lee – ENLC
Will Mackintosh – HIST
Jennifer M. Magee – MATH
Kashef Majid – COB
John Marsh – COB
Andrew Marshall – CPSC
Jonathan McMillian – ARTD
Sarah Morealli – EESC
Caitlin Moore – AHPE
Jessy Ohl – ENLC
Davis Oldham – CHEM
Nicole Phillips – COB
Jon Pineda – ENLC
Yin Ping – GEOG
Randall Reif – CHEM
Woodrow Richardson – COB
Wayne Riser – AHPE
Jason Robinson – ARTD
Victoria Russell – COE
Jason Sellers – HIST
Mark Snyder – MUSC
David Stahlman – PSYC
Michael Stebar – BIOL
Matthew Troy – AHPE
Cristina Turdean – HISP
Jennifer Walker – FLSP
Laura Wilson – PSYC